
  
 

 
 

  
    

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
  

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

DQP IT/IR Group Conference Call 
Regular Meeting 

January, 23 2013, 3:00 p.m. (PST) 
Audio Conference Line: (877) 581-9247; Participant Code: 738015 

1 Introductions 
Mark,	  Tim,	  Kyle,	  Pat,	  Ron,	  Connie,	  Lynn,	  Larry,	  Matt,	  Don 

2 Institutional Learning	  Outcomes discussion-‐ Mark,	  Tim 
Mark suggested	  adding institutional outcomes as a level above the course and	  program	  outcomes. This 
wil likely be a future work item	  an involves	  switching formats.	  Mark suggested	  (an Tim and Connie
concurred)	  doing	  it earlie as well	  will	  help with institutional	  self-‐assessment	  an is an enhancement
that	  will	  add value.	  

3 Updat on licensing-‐ Kyle
MIT	  license is the selection. Kyle will take care of the background	  work o this. Ron	  suggested	  that Kyle 
prepare a short memo	  that tees	  u the recommendation	  for IT/IR	  team	  to	  move it to	  the core group	  and
the	  principle	  investigators	  to approve.	  Ron will	  place	  this	  item on core	  team agenda. 

4 Potential for “sandbox version	  o we tool/mappin site-‐
Mark originally suggested a download for institutions to work on mapping,	  etc. as an informal	  way to
work on mapping outcomes,	  how to use the “spider web” to map outcomes for a class. Another 
possibility i to	  buil from	  a course to	  degree or across	  degrees.	  Tim said this	  would be way to	  make	  
the	  functionality	  more	  dynamic	  at th institution	  level.	   Kyle would publish the	  code, which allows	  
institution to downloa an use. Thi will occur after the licens is secured.	  

5 Completed,	  current,	  and planned work with the website-‐ Matthew 
Consolidation	  of the websites	  has occurred.	  Password	  retrieval	  is operational	  now Work plan
submission and retrieval	  is in on place. There	  are	  a few more	  informational	  pieces from	  the
conferences	  to move	  into the	  new site. Work plan reports	  are made available in Word	  and	  in	  Excel	  for a
side-‐by-‐side comparison. Maintenance of site navigation as well as information on meetings,	  
conferences,	  etc. is underway and taking spider graphs on as a function is on Matt’s task list. Matt 
suggested that item be sent to him for the upcoming videoconference	  that	  will	  be	  available	  ahead of	  
time.	  This	  will	  be	   time	  saver during	  the	  conference. 

Matt requested	  that team	  members let Ron	  or know	  that may be helpful as we explore and	  use the 
website. 

6 Other-‐
Oregondqp.org migration.	  Kyle ha worked	  to	  make this	  possible an Connie suggested	  that this	  also
moves	  to	  the core group	  a an informational	  item.	  

Next IT/IR	  meeting: 
February 27,	  3:00 p.m. 

http:Oregondqp.org

